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Abstract: The main formal technique used for RSVP specification and verification is CPNs. In this paper, their
functionality is described briefly by using RSVP without giving an y formal definitions. The paper gives an
informal introduction to the components, dynamic behaviour, occurrence and enabling mechanism of RSVP
using CPNs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Formal methods encompass a variety of modelling techniques based on mathematics, which are
applicable to computer systems. They are useful in the construction and maintenance of complex
communicat ion protocols and allow protocol specifications to be formally analysed and verified. A wide range
of formal methods have been developed, however, this paper is not intended to present a comprehensive
treatment of them. Instead, it is focussed on Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs) [1].There are several reasons for using
CPNs for modelling and analysis of RSVP. The main ones are summarised as follows. Petri Nets are a mature
technique. That is shown in the thousand of journal papers and research reports generated in more than 30 years
of theoretical and practical work. Petri Nets are a well-defined graphical tool, which allo ws formal analysis.
This paper provides an informal introduction to CPNs and the computer tool, which supports its practical use,
Design/CPN [3].

2. PETRI NETS
Petri Nets [6] are a graphical technique that is based on a solid mathematical foundat ion and can be
used for describing and studying several information processing systems characterised by being concurrent,
asynchronous, non determin istic, parallel and distributed. This paper is intended to give a brief overview of the
main concepts and definitions related to Petri Nets by the means of some examples. Ord inary Petri Nets are also
called Place/Transition systems (PT -systems). The main co mponents of PT-nets are the places, transitions and
arcs . Places are drawn as ellipses or circles while t ransitions are drawn as rectangles. Arcs are directed either
fro m a p lace to a transition or fro m a transition to a place and may have a weight (positive integer) associated
with them (the default weight of an arc is one and is not shown). Depending on the system to be modelled,
places and transitions can have different interpretations [7]. For example, a p lace can represent a condition and a
transition an event. Also, a place can represent resources and a transition a task or job, which requires those
resources. Finally, a place can represent the state of the system and a transition, an action that can be taken,
based on that state.
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Figure 1: An examp le of Petri Nets.
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A place can contain one or more tokens. They are drawn as black dots (see Fig. 1). A distribution of
tokens on the places is called a marking (i.e. marking of the net). The initial state of the system is called the
initial marking. A marking of a place indicates the number of tokens on a particular place. The dyn amic
behaviour of a PT-system can be seen as the state or marking of the net changing according to transition
occurrences. A transition may have input places connected by incoming arcs and output places connected by
outgoing arcs. A transition is enabled (i.e. it can occur) if the marking of each input place consists of as many
tokens as indicated by the weight of the input arc, which connects the place with the transition. The occurrence
of an enabled transition removes tokens from the input places and adds tokens to the output places The number
of removed tokens from each input place corresponds to the number of tokens indicated by the weight of the
(input) arc, which connects the place and the transition. The number of added tokens to each output place
corresponds to the number of tokens indicated by the weight of the (output) arc, which connects the transition
with the place. Fig. 2 presents an example of the occurrence of the transition t1 in Figure 1. After transition t1
occurs, two tokens are removed fro m place S1 and one fro m p lace S2, and two tokens are
added to place S3.
s1
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Figure 2: An illustration of the occurrence of transition t1.

3. COLOURED PETRI NETS
As systems become more co mplex, Petri Net models can become very large, co mplex, and probably
unreadable [5]. This problem has been overcome by introducing new kinds of Petri Nets, called High-Level
Petri Nets [5]. Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs) are high-level nets. They incorporate some definit ions, such as data
types and data values processing found in programming languages [5][9]. In this section, CPNs are introduced
through a small example of the service specification for a communicat ion protocol. A more detailed exp lanation
and the formal definit ions of CPNs can be found in [5]. The example is a simp lified version of the RSVP service
specification model .So me mod ifications have been introduced to the original model to incorporate all the
concepts of the CPN language, which are used in this paper.
3.1 Example: Simplified Version of the RSVP Service S pecification
Fig.3 shows an overview of the system. It consists of two users, the sender and receiver that are connected
through a network that supports RSVP.
SENDER USER

RECEIVER USER

RSVP

Figure 3: Overview of the RSVP service specificat ion.
The sender and receiver communicate to request some QoS guarantees, in the form of resource
reservations. The underlying protocol is receiver-oriented. The data packets will travel fro m the sender to the
receiver, but they are not shown in the model. Thus, the sender that wishes to get some QoS guarantees for the
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data flow, signals its intent by sending a request including the traffic characteristics of the data flow to
the receiver.Once the receiver gets the message it can send a reservation request including the details of the
reservation to the sender. The network may reject the reservation request because there are not enough network
resources to satisfy it. In that case, an error message is sent back to the receiver. Otherwise, the requ est arrives at
the sender, and the sender user is notified about the current reservation.
3.2 CPN Model
As Petri Net models, CPN models are created as graphical drawings. Fig.4 shows the CPN model o f the
example. It is divided into five parts: the sender user, the sender application/RSVP interface, the RSVP service
provider, the receiver application/RSVP interface and the receiver user. The basic components of the CPN
model are described as follows.

3.2.1Places
There are six places drawn as ellipses. The Sender and Receiver places represent the state of the sender
user/RSVP interface and receiver user/RSVP interface, respectively. The places SndToRcv and RcvToSnd
represent the RSVP service provider, one for each communication path (i.e. fro m the sende r to the receiver SndToRcv and fro m the receiver to the sender - RcvToSnd). A co mmunication path includes all the intermediate
devices along the route from the sender to receiver and vice versa. Finally, the places SenderUser and
ReceiverUser represent the users of the RSVP services.
3.2.2Types
Each place has an associated type or colour set which determines the type of data the place may
contain. It is written in the model in italics at the top left or right of the place. The type definitions are shown in
Figure 5. They are similar to types in programming languages.
(**************** States*****************)
color Status = with SESSION|WAITINGRESV|RESVSENT|RESVRECVD;
color ParValues = with E|Ta|Tb|Fa|Fb;
color STSpec = subset ParValues with [E,Ta,Tb];
color SFSpec = subset ParValues with [E,Fa,Fb];
color State = product Status * STSpec * SFSpec;
(************RSVP Messages ************)
color TSpec = subset ParValues with [Ta,Tb];
color FSpec = subset ParValues with [Fa,Fb];
color Do wnStream = union sender:TSpec + resverror: FSpec;
color UpSt ream = union reserve: FSpec;
Figure 5: Colour set defin itions.
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The places Sender and Receiver have the type State. State is the product of the type Status, STSpec and
SFSpec. Status is an enumeration type representing the four states (i.e. SESSION, WAITINGRESV,
RESVSENT and RESVREC VD), wh ich the service interface can have. SESSION is the initial state for both the
sender and receiver. WAITINGRESV means that a sender request with the traffic characteristics of the d ata
flow has been sent but no reservation request has yet been received. RESVSENT means that the receiver has
sent a reservation request. RESVRECVD means that the sender has received a reservation request. STSpec and
SFSpec are subsets of the type ParValues. ParValues is an enumeration type, which defines the values
(including the empty value E) the parameters can have. STSpec represents the traffic characteristics of the data
flow, wh ich are stored as part of the state information. SFSpec represents the Qo S characteristics of the data
flow, which are also stored as part of the state information. For example, if the Receiver place contains the value
(RESVSENT,Ta,Fb), it means that a reservation request, Fb, has been sent for the data flow with Ta traffic
characteristics.The place SndToRcv has the type DownStream, wh ich is the union of the types TSpec and FSpec
and represents the information flow that travels downstream to the Receiver. The type TSpec is a subset of
ParValues and defines the possible values of the data traffic characteristics. The type FSpec is a subset of the
type ParValues and represents the value of the QoS characteristics included in the reservation request, which
generated an error. The place RcvToSnd has the type UpStream, wh ich is the u nion of the type FSpec and
representsthe information flow that travels upstream to the Sender. The type FSpec represents the value of the
requested QoS characteristics. It may be noted that the union type shows useful to represent both the
downstream and upstream informat ion flo ws because the selectors of the union colours sets can identify them.
The sender and resverror selectors identify the downstream flows and the reserve selector identifies the
upstream flo w.
3.2.3Markings
Tokens are associated with each place. A token is a value (colour), which belongs to the type of the
place. The marking of a p lace is the mult i-set of tokens present on the place. It is a multi-set, since it may
contain several tokens with the same value. For examp le, the place Sen derUser may have the initial marking
2`Ta, which means that the place has two tokens, each with the value Ta. It means that the sender can send two
requests with the same traffic values CPNs include the initial state of the system. It is called the initial marking.
It is written on the upper left or right of the place. In the initial marking, each of the places Sender and Receiver
has a single token with the value (SESSION,E,E), wh ich means that no reservation nor traffic informat ion has
been sent yet (as indicated by the value E). Each of the places SenderUser and ReceiverUser has an initial
marking consisting of two tokens 1`Ta++1`Tb and 1`Fa++1`Fb, respectively. It means that the sender user has
two traffic requests with the values Ta and Tb, and the receiver user has two reservation requests with the values
Fa and Fb. In itially, the remaining places do not contain any tokens.
3.2.4Transitions
Transitions represent the actions of the system. They are drawn as rectangles in Fig . 5. There are six
transitions in the examp le. The transition RSVPSenderReq models the action taken when the sender sends a
request with the traffic characteristics of the data flow. The reception and processing of a sender request is
modelled by the transition RSVPSenderInd. The transition RSVPReserveReq models the action taken when the
receiver generates a reservation request. The transition RSVPReserveInd is used to model the reception and
processing of a reservation request. The transition RequestRejected models the action taken when the RSVP
service provider fails in allocating the requested reservation. Finally, the transition RSVPResvErrorInd models
the reception and processing of a reservation error notification.
3.2.5Arcs
Arcs connect transitions and places. A transition may have input places connected by incoming arcs
and output places connected by outgoing arcs. Arcs have expressions associated with them. They are located
next to arcs and determine which tokens are removed or added to the places as explained in the next se ction.
3.3. Dynamic Behavi our
The dynamic behaviour of the CPN system can be described as the marking of the net changing
according to transition occurrences, which depend on the exp ressions of the surrounding arcs.
3.3.1Variables and Bindings
An arc e xpression is evaluated by assigning (binding) data values to variables. The result of the
evaluation of an arc exp ression is a mu lti-set of tokens. The variab le declarat ion of the examp le is shown in
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Fig. 6.
(*************** Variables ***************)
var sta: Status;
var fspec,fspec1: SFSpec;
var tspec: STSpec;
Figure 6: Variable declaration.
A binding is represented in the form {v 1=d 1,v2=d2,…,vn=dn} where v i for i ∈ {1,2..n} is a variable and di is
the data value assigned to vi. For examp le, assume that the places surrounding transition RSVPReserveReq have
the current markings shown in Fig. 7, indicated next to the places. The token values are enclosed in boxes and
the number of tokens
in small circles. For instance, the place Receiver has a current mar king consisting of one token
1`(WAITINRESV,Ta,E). Two examp les of bindings are:
b1={fspec=Fa,sta=WAITINGRESV,tspec=Ta,fspec1=E}
b2={fspec=Fb,sta=WAITINGRESV,tspec=Ta,fspec1=E}
Figure 7
For binding b1, the arc exp ressions associated with the two input arcs of the transition
RSVPReserveReq evaluate to the mult i-sets of tokens 1`(WAITINGRESV,Ta,E) and 1`Fa. For binding b2, the
two input arc expressions evaluate to 1`(WAITINGRESV,Ta,E) and 1`Fb.A transition may have a boolean
expression attached to it. It is called guard and is enclosed between brackets. Similarly to the arc expression, a
guard may have variables. The guard hasto evaluate to true to accept the binding. Transition RSVPReserveReq
has a guard attached to it. It specifies that the status of the receiver must be WAITINGRESV or RESVSENT to
accept the binding.
3.3.2 Enabling and Occurrence of Transitions
A transition can occur if it is enabled. For a transition to be enabled in the current marking, it must be
possible to bind (assign) data values to the variables appearing on the surrounding arc expressions and in the
guard and the following conditions must be met. Firstly, each of the input arc expressions evaluates to tokens
that are present on the corresponding input places. Secondly, if there is any guard, it must evaluate to true. The
occurrence of a transition removes tokens from the input places and adds tokens to the output places. The
removed tokens are the result of evaluating the expressions on the corresponding incoming arcs, while the
values of the added tokens are the result of evaluating the arc expressions on the corresponding outgoing arcs.
For examp le, the transition RSVPReserveReq is enabled in the current marking shown in Fig . 8 for the binding
b1(introduced in the last section). The occurrence of transition RSVPReserveReq updates the marking of the
place Receiver. Thus, the token representing the state of the receiver shows that the status of the receiver is
RESVSENT and the QoS characteristics are Fa. It also adds a token representing a reserve (i.e. a reservation
request), with the value of the requested QoS equal to Fa, to the place RcvToSnd. There can be more than one
possible binding for the arc exp ressions surrounding a transition. These bindings define the way the transition
can occur. However, for a given marking, the transition will be enabled for a subset of them. The execution of a
CPN can be seen as an occurrence sequence consisting of markings that are reached and steps. A step consists
of potentially several enabled binding elements that occur concurrently. A binding element includes a transition
and a binding of its variables. For examp le, in the marking shown in Figure 8, there are three enabled binding
elements as follows:
be1=(RSVPReserveReq,{fspec=Fb,sta=RESVSENT,tspec=Ta,fspec1=Fa})
be2 = (RequestRejected,{fspec=Fa})
be3=(RSVPReserveInd,{fspec=Fa,tspec=Ta,fspec1=E})
Figure 8
Binding elements be1 and be3 are concurrently enabled, since the mu lti-set of tokens resulting fro m the
evaluation of the input arc exp ress ions are present in the corresponding input places (i.e. the places Sender,
RcvToSnd and Receiver) and the transitions use a disjoint sets of those tokens. Thus, these binding elements can
occur together. It means that a request can be generated and sent b y the receiver (transition RSVPReserveReq),
while a prev ious reservation request is indicated to the sender (transition RSVPReserveInd). Binding elements
be2 and be3 are in conflict, since they cannot get the only token (i.e. reserve(Fa)) in RcvToSnd place
simu ltaneously. Therefore, the transitions RequestRejected and RSVPReserveInd need to share the token with
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each other. It means that a reservation request can be rejected (transition RequestRejected) or accepted
(transition RSVPReserveInd). Binding elements be1 and be2 are also concurrently enabled.

4. CONCLUS ION
This paper provides an introduction to the CPN used for modelling and analysis of RSVP. It gives an
informal overview of CPNs by means of an example. Then it presents the CPN model of RSVP protocol, which
is called Design/CPN. Finally, it describes the occurrence of RSVP protocol.
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